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Introduction
Our Vision
Meta Capital presents a simple way for DeFi users to benefit from investments in NFTs,
Metaverse Land, and Defi. By handling the time-consuming and often challenging work related
to bridging, farming, and investing, MetaCap returns yields (many of which are only available in
other Layer 1 chains like Fantom, Arbitrum, Polygon, and Avalanche) to its users on the
Ethereum network. By holding $MCAP, the user earns a share of profits from the Meta Capital
investment portfolio.
For Meta Capital, DAO’s are a paradigm shift in the very idea of economic organizations,
offering complete transparency, total tokenholder control, unprecedented flexibility, and
autonomous governance. Here, Meta Capital looks to leverage the knowledge and wisdom of
the crowd to create a community governed, transparent, and decentralized ecosystem for web
3.0 that gives financial control back to the people.
You buy $MCAP, our experts use it to invest in DeFi, NFTs, and Metaverse Land. We return the
profits effortlessly back to you.

Our Mission
At Meta Capital, our mission is focused on two primary objectives:
First and foremost, Meta Capital strives to create an opportunity for its users to benefit from
metaverse centric investments. These include, but are not limited to, Metaverse land, NFT’s,
projects, and farms.
Second, and equally important, is our emphasis on creating a fully integrated ecosystem of
decentralized financial services built on interoperable technologies and controlled by its users
collectively. Its governance mechanism is based upon our $MCAP token, which will allow
holders to participate in decisions affecting the parameters of the system.

Meta Capital Platfom Functionality
V1.0 - Live as of January 5, 2022
Our V1.0 Dashboard dApp has been deployed and is currently live as of January 5th, 2022. On
V1, users are able to view and interact with our assets under management by both type and
network (Tokens & NFT Portfolio). In V1.0 it is important to note that we are only tracking assets
that exist on the ethereum network, though we have already acquired multiple positions and
NFT’s on alternative chains such as Arbitrum and Fantom. Version 1.1 is on track for deployment
by January 10th (if not earlier), and will include our assets under management across all networks.
V2.0 - Upcoming (January 12th, 2022)
Version 2.0 will include the capability for users to to track the progress associated with reward
pools (ETH and $MCAP tokens from liquid buy-backs), and will be deployed by January 12th.
Furthermore, V2.0 will include web3 compatibility, which will allow users to track their $MCAP
balance, market cap projected correlations in line with their position, and an alert system that
notifies users when Meta Capital has added new assets to its portfolio.
V3.0 - Upcoming (January 17th 2022)
Version 3.0 will introduce claimable rewards, where users can claim ETH rewards or $MCAP
tokens from the reward pool. Users will be eligible to claim $MCAP rewards proportional to their
existing $MCAP balance. V3.0 will also include our Magical Mystery NFT Claim Portal. Holders
With Greater Than 100,000 $MCAP Tokens Will Be Eligible To Claim 1 Mystery NFT Per Month.
These mystery NFT’s will include items from up and coming collections, but also “holy grails”
such as NFT’s from the bored ape ecosystem, and much more. The Magical Mystery NFT Claim
Portal is designed as a fun and exciting way to engage with and reward our community for their
support.
4.0 - Upcoming (January 24th 2022)
Version 4.0 will introduce yield farming through staking into the Meta Capital ecosystem. Users
will be able to stake their $MCAP tokens, and receive daily rewards. Moreover, staked tokens
will not be locked and users will be able to withdraw their staked balance at any time. In order to
incentivize long-term staking, we plan on introducing a commemorative NFT that identifies
holders who have staked their entire balance for an uninterrupted period of time. This NFT can
then be exchanged for a Mystery NFT via our Magical Mystery NFT Claim Portal.
V5.0+
In line with our mission at Meta Capital, we strive to continue building a fully integrated
ecosystem of decentralized financial services built on interoperable technologies and controlled
by its users collectively. Version 5.0 will focus on introducing a DAO based structure to our
investment strategy. We will continue to create updated versions of our Whitepaper with more
information on what is to come on a weekly basis.

Token Economics

Total supply: 1,000,000,000 $MCAP
This is the maximum supply of $MCAP that will ever exist.

Business Model

*Holders Claim ETH or $MCAP Tokens Acquired Through Liquid Buybacks
**Holders With Greater Than 100,000 $MCAP Tokens Will Be Eligible To Claim 1 Mystery NFT Per Month

Investment Strategy
Meta Capital’s investment strategy is constantly developing as we look to optimize our systems
and create formal processes that work efficiently at scale. Here, it is important to note that at
this time, treasury funds are spent at the discretion of the team, though once we roll out our
DAO structure, all decisions will be made via proposals from the community. Furthermore, all
treasury funds transactions are recorded on the blockchain, as well as available to view on our
version 2.0 dashboard, as creating an ecosystem and rapport of full transparency is a core value
at Meta Capital.
Our current investment strategy can be broken down as follows:
Trends: Meta Capital is focused on identifying early trends within the NFT market and choosing
projects that have a strong chance at climbing up the ranks to become a blue chip project to
maximize returns. Right now, we see a huge flow of capital towards metaverse property based
projects and play to earn gaming. We are positioning our portfolio with assets that will have the
ability to stake and create passive income within their ecosystems. Meta Capitals asset
management team is constantly leveraging various platforms with support from technical
analysis amid all decision making processes. Furthermore, at this time, we believe that NFT’s and
Metaverse projects are positioned to see intense growth in the coming quarter, so we have
adjusted our strategy accordingly.
Stability: In addition to our risk-on investments, Meta Capital looks to hedge its portfolio
through DeFi yield farms with competitive APY, as well as “safe haven” platforms like Anchor
Protocol which offer 19% + APY on staked UST. This way, we are able to deliver profits to users
regardless of market conditions.
Innovation: At Meta Capital, we strive to be on the forefront of innovation. Consequently, a
primary focus is to offer users cross-chain exposure. Here, Meta Capitals Asset Management
Team handles the time-consuming and often challenging work related to bridging, farming, and
investing. Subsequently, Meta Capital returns yields (many of which are only available in other
Layer 1 chains like Fantom, Arbitrum, Polygon, and Avalanche) to its users on the Ethereum
network.

Team
The Meta Capital team is made of 5 core team members.
Chief Technology Officer: Our CTO is an experienced developer with a robust
background in solidity and react. They enjoy long walks on the beach, ve(3,3), and
possess an intense passion associated with creating sustainable and scalable
decentralized ecosystems.
Full-Stack Developer: Our Full-Stack Developer is in charge of designing user
interactions on our website/dApp and developing our servers/databases for website
functionality. Our Full-Stack developer is a real sweetheart who is always available to
make improvements and optimizations to our platform, whether it be 9am on a Monday
morning, or 11pm on a Friday night.
Chief Marketing Officer: Meta Capital’s CMO is responsible for overseeing the planning,
development and execution of Meta Capital’s marketing and advertising initiatives.
Relatedly, our CMO's primary responsibility is to generate revenue by increasing adoption
through successful marketing for the entire organization, using market research, pricing,
product marketing, marketing communications, advertising and public relations. Our
CMO loves building relationships amid comprehensive social networks. Fun fact: before
Meta Capital’s launch, our CMO could often be found on Clubhouse chatting everyone’s
ear off.
Chief Investment Officer: Our CIO is responsible for setting the investment style and
strategy of Meta Capitals investments. Moreover, our CIO oversees the management of
our investments, and employs technical analysis to ensure efficient and profitable
operations. A true degen at heart, our CIO can often be found scouring twitter or
sweeping floors while drinking his 4th espresso of the day.
Portfolio Manager: Our Portfolio Manager reports directly to the Chief Investment
Officer, and helps assist with daily operations regarding asset management. Like an alert
system, our Portfolio Manager always has his eyes and ears to the ground - researching
the latest trends and making sure that the leadership team is in the know and at the
forefront of trends.

Security
Contract Source Code Verified:
https://etherscan.io/address/0xbce0665b20164d6cd6d15e70fed1e094ad4a44f0#code
Liquidity has been locked for 1 Year on Team Finance:
https://www.team.finance/view-coin/0xbCE0665b20164d6cd6D15E70feD1E094AD4A44f0?
name=Meta%20Capital&symbol=MCAP

Roadmap
Q1 2022 - January
Launch
Coin Gecko & Coinmarket Cap Listings
Meta Capital DApp V1.0
Assets Under Management Tracking
Meta Capital DApp V2.0
Reward Pool Tracking
Liquid Buyback Tracking
Meta Capital DApp V3.0
Claimable Rewards
Meta Capital DApp V3.5
Magical Mystery NFT Claim Portal
Meta Capital DApp V4.0
Staking (Yield Farming)
Q1 2022 - February
Meta Capital DApp V5.0
Meta Capital Whitepaper V2.0
Exchange Listings
Meta Capital WhitePaper Version 2.0
Q1 2022 - March
Updates on our roadmap for March Q1 2022, as well as Q2 2022 will be added to our
WhitePaper V2.0 - released during February of 2022.

Legal Disclaimer
This whitepaper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable
commitment to contribute. This whitepaper is provided for information purposes only and
should not be construed as investment advice or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell the
$MCAP “Meta Capital” token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be used
in the formation of an investment decision
Compliance with Tax Obligations
Community members in MCAP are entirely responsible for determining tax implications of their
transactions. MCAP and its team members are not responsible for determining which taxes
apply to transactions.
Limitation of Liability
MCAP shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this whitepaper
material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell
signals. Please be informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on the financial
markets (digital or otherwise). Digital assets, including $MCAP, are speculative and highly
volatile, and can become illiquid at any time. Investors could lose the entire value of their
investment and should evaluate the risks and benefits of an investment in $ MCAP.
Community Participation Risks
Trading cryptocurrencies has a high level of risk and are not suited for all community members.
You should carefully evaluate your participation goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before
opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.

Links
Website: https://meta-capital.co/
Telegram: https://t.me/MetaCapitalOfficial
Twitter: https://twitter.com/metacapitaleth
Medium: https://metacapitalofficial.medium.com/

